
BOARD BOOK PRIZES  



PICTURE BOOKS 

   

Ten Little Puppies (Bilingual) If you Give a Pig a Party Yo! Yes? 

  

 

Rainbow Fish & The Big Blue 

Whale 

Vegetables in Underwear Interrupting Chicken 

 

 

 

There’s a Giraffe in my Soup What will we Build Today? I am NOT A Chair 

  

  

Freight Train A Bad Case of Stripes   



READERS, & CHAPTER BOOK PRIZES  

  

 

I’m Batgirl!   (Reader) Paddington Sets Sail  (Reader) Dolphins   (Reader) 

   

Clifford Makes the Team (Reader) Clark the Shark & The Big Book        

Report  (Reader) 

Robin to the Rescue! (Reader) 

   

Dragons Don’t Throw Snowballs 

(Chapter) 

Super Narwhal & Jelly Jolt   

(Graphic Novel) 

Mermaid to the Rescue: Lana Swims 

North (Chapter) 



Not to mention the best       

invention of all: sweatpants 

(so long, corsets!). As the 

hours tick away toward the art 

heist, something’s not adding 

up. Can the girls work togeth-

er against time—and across 

it—to set things right?  

Healer Evora is turned into a 

hideous ogre by the fairy     

Lucinda after rejecting a     

proposal, and has only a few 

months to find a love to        

reverse the curse. 

Known to most as simply Aquaman, Arthur 

Curry possesses incredible powers. He’s also 

the reluctant heir to a mysterious              

underwater kingdom. But Arthur wants 

nothing to do with the people of Atlantis, 

who took his mother from him many years 

ago. Arthur’s destiny beckons when a      

vicious storm sends the   warships of several 

world powers to shipwreck on the shores. 

This act is a warning from the King of      

Atlantis himself to the surface world: War is 

coming. Aquaman will have to travel deep 

beneath the sea to protect the surface world 

from the looming threat. In order to save 

the only world he’s ever known, will        

Aquaman embrace his destiny to unite the 

seven kingdoms of Atlantis?  

Kitty loves cats more than anything, 

even though they make her eyes puffy 

and her nose tickly. When her best 

friend’s new kitten, Misty, causes Kitty 

to have a sneezing fit in the middle of 

their sleepover, something magical   

happens--Kitty turns into a cat! Being 

cat and human means that Kitty can 

have the best of both worlds! But with 

her special power comes a new role: 

Kitty becomes the Guardian of the Cat 

Council. Will she be able to help the 

local cats find the purrfect solution to 

their feline   problems?  

In order to prove herself a 

warrior, Lonnie takes her 

friends on a trip to the Imperi-

al City to retrieve a sword that 

belonged to her mother,      

Mulan.  

 

Best friends Jack, Teddy, Gus, 

and Cassie may be star       

athletes on the field, but 

they’re still trying to figure out 

who they are off it. Despite 

their love of different sports, 

they must find in themselves 

the same courage and passion 

to become not only the best 

players they can be, but the 

best people, too. 

These animals are hilarious and seri-

ously talented. Readers won't stop 

laughing as they read these amazing--

and completely true!--stories of     

animal superstars, naughty animals, 

and animals with all kinds of            

charisma. Filled with engaging        

photos, fast facts, and fascinating side-

bars, readers won't want to put this 

book down. The collection includes 

the Parrot Genius, Ape                       

Escapes, and Animal  Super-

stars Chapter Books. 

This bestselling first book in 

the Tapper Twins series is a 

hilariously authentic showcase 

of what it's like to be in middle 

school in our digitally-

saturated world, told as a     

colorful "oral history" with      

photos, screenshots, text   

messages, chat logs, and 

online gaming digital art.  

TWEEN PRIZE BOOKS 



TWEEN PRIZE BOOKS 

Welcome to Doodletown, where 

readers create the story! 

 

When an alien spaceship     

crash-lands outside the       

Doodletown school, readers 

race with Daisy Doodle to     

follow the trail across town   

and back to the alien's ship.  

Recounts the scientific         

discoveries that enabled atom 

splitting, the military           

intelligence operations that 

occurred in rival countries, 

and the work of brilliant     

scientists hidden at Los      

Alamos.  

When Ellie, who loves to       

invent and build things,        

decides to build a doghouse as 

a gift, she needs to get past the 

boys-against-the-girls       

neighborhood feud and          

Never a conventional princess, 

Harriet becomes an adventurer 

after learning she is cursed to 

fall into a deep sleep on her 

twelfth birthday, but after two 

years of slaying ogres, cliff-

diving, and more with her     

riding quail, Mumfrey, things 

go awry at home and she must 

seek a prince to set things 

right.  

Explore Darth Vader’s many 

roles on his journey 

from Jedi Knight, 

to father, to Sith 

Lord and commander. 

Then build the ultimate       

papercraft model of Darth 

Vader, complete with a sound 

module of the Dark 

Lord’s eerie breathing and 

two memorable movie 

Eleven-year-old Chance       

accidentally helps Penny, a 

lonely marionette who cannot       

remember who she is or 

where she came from,           

discover the truth of her past.  

Thirteen-year-old Lemony 

Snicket begins his                    

apprenticeship with S.          

Theodora Markson of the      

secretive V.F.D. in the tiny dot 

of a town called Stain'd By The 

Sea, where he helps investigate 

the theft of a statue.  

Four fifth-grade students--a 

geek, a class clown, a teacher's 

pet, and a slacker--as well as 

their teacher and mothers, each 

relate events surrounding a 

computer programmed to   

complete homework               

assignments.  

Olga decides she would 

like to figure out what 

planet Meh is from and 

begins to conduct some 

research on space travel.  



TEEN PRIZE BOOKS  

 
Fantasy 

 
 

 
 
Estranged by Ethan Aldridge 
Graphic Novel 
Edmund and the Childe were swapped at birth. Now Edmund lives in secret as a changeling in the 
World Above, his fae powers hidden from his unsuspecting parents and his older sister, Alexis. 
The Childe lives among the fae in the World Below, where being a human makes him a curiosity at 
the royal palace. But when the cruel sorceress Hawthorne seizes the throne, the Childe and Ed-
mund must unite on a dangerous quest to save both worlds—even if they’re not sure which world 
they belong to. 
Great Graphic Novels for Teens 2019 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Wild Beauty by Anna-Marie MacLemore 
For nearly a century, the Nomeolvides women have tended the grounds of La Pradera, the lush 
estate gardens that enchant guests from around the world. They’ve also hidden a tragic legacy: if 
they fall in love too deeply, their lovers vanish. But then, after generations of vanishings, a 
strange boy appears in the gardens. 
Rainbow List 2019 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Juana and the Dragonnewt’s Seven Kingdoms, Vol. 1 by Kiyohisa Tanaka 
Graphic Novel 
In a fantastical future ruled by dragonewts, human dominance is a thing of the past. Despite hu-
manity’s extinction, Nid, a young dragonewt with a passion for ancient history, makes a startling 
discovery: a young human girl who calls herself Juana. Together, the unlikely pair sets out to ex-
plore the strange world of the Seven Kingdoms 

 
 



TEEN PRIZE BOOKS  

 
Graphic Novels 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Spirit Circle, Vol. 1 by Satoshi Mizukami 
Fuuta Okeya can see dead people. Other than that, you might assume he’s a perfectly normal junior 
high school student. When new transfer student Kouko Ishigami comes to school, Fuuta falls head 
over heels in love with her. But while she wants nothing to do with him, the ghost that trails behind 
her is another story. Just when Fuuta thinks he may have won Kouko over, she catches a glimpse of 
the strange birthmark beneath the bandage on his cheek and denounces him as her mortal enemy. 
Great Graphic Novels for Teens 2019 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Being Super by Mariko Takami 
She's super-strong. She can fly. She crash-landed on Earth in a rocket ship. But for Kara Danvers, 
winning the next track meet, celebrating her 16th birthday and surviving her latest mega-zit are her 
top concerns. And with the help of her best friends and her kinda-infuriating-but-totally-loving adop-
tive parents, she just might be able to put her troubling dreams--shattered glimpses of another world-
-behind her. 
Great Graphic Novels for Teens 2019 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Satoko and Nada, Vol. 1 by Yupechika 
Satoko, a Japanese student studying in America, has a new roommate: a Saudi Arabian woman 
named Nada! They might have different customs, but through mutual respect―and the hilarious ad-
ventures of their daily life―Satoko and Nada prove that friendship knows no borders. 
Great Graphic Novels for Teens 2020 
 

 
 



TEEN PRIZE BOOKS  

 
Historical Fiction 

 
 
 
Code Talker by Joseph Bruchac 
Throughout World War II, in the conflict fought against Japan, Navajo code talkers were a crucial 
part of the U.S. effort, sending messages back and forth in an unbreakable code that used their 
native language. Now Joseph Bruchac brings their stories to life for young adults through the riv-
eting fictional tale of Ned Begay, a sixteen-year-old Navajo boy who becomes a code talker. His 
grueling journey is eye-opening and inspiring. This deeply affecting novel honors all of those 
young men, like Ned, who dared to serve, and it honors the culture and language of the Navajo 
Indians. 
Popular Paperbacks 2015 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Soldier Boy by Keely Hutton 
Soldier Boy begins with the story of Ricky Richard Anywar, abducted at age fourteen in 1989 to 
fight with Joseph Kony's rebel army in Uganda’s decades-long civil war. Ricky is trained, armed, 
and forced to fight government soldiers alongside his brutal kidnappers, but never stops dreaming 
of escape. 
Best Fiction for Young Adults 2018 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Orphan, Monster, Spy by Matt Kileen 
After her mother is shot at a checkpoint, fifteen-year-old Sarah meets a mysterious man with an 
ambiguous accent, a suspiciously bare apartment, and a lockbox full of weapons. He's part of the 
secret resistance against the Third Reich, and he needs Sarah to hide in plain sight at a school 
for the daughters of top Nazi brass, posing as one of them. 
 

 
 



TEEN PRIZE BOOKS  

 
Horror/Thriller/Mystery 

 
 
 
 
 
Missing, Presumed Dead by Emma Berquist 
When eighteen-year-old Lexi foresees the brutal murder of a young woman outside a club in 
downtown L.A., she is powerless to stop it. 
But then the girl’s ghost appears, seeking vengeance, and Lexi is swept into a dangerous search 
that could put her directly in the path of a serial killer. 
Rainbow List 2020 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
When I Am Through With You by Stephanie Kuehn 
Ben Gibson is many things, but he’s not sorry and he’s not a liar. He will tell you exactly about 
what happened on what started as a simple school camping trip in the mountains. About who 
lived and who died. About who killed and who had the best of intentions. But he’s going to tell you 
in his own time. Because after what happened on that mountain, time is the one thing he has 
plenty of. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lockdown by Alexander Smith 
Convicted of a murder he didn't commit, sentenced to life without parole, "new fish" Alex Sawyer 
knows he has two choices: find a way out, or resign himself to a death behind bars, in the dark-
ness at the bottom of the world. Except in Furnace, death is the least of his worries. Soon Alex 
discovers that the prison is a place of pure evil, where inhuman creatures in gas masks stalk the 
corridors at night, where giants in black suits drag screaming inmates into the shadows, where 
deformed beasts can be heard howling from the blood-drenched tunnels below.  
Quick Picks for Reluctant Readers 2010 
 
 



TEEN PRIZE BOOKS  

 
Horror/Thriller/Mystery 

 
Survive the Night by Danielle Vega 
Just back from rehab, Casey regrets letting her friends Shana, Julie, and Aya talk her into 
coming to survive the Night, an all-night, underground rave in a New York City subway tunnel. 
Surrounded by frightening drugs and menacing strangers, Casey doesn’t think Survive the 
Night could get any worse...until she comes across Julie’s mutilated body in a dank, black 
subway tunnel, red-eyed rats nibbling at her fingers. Casey thought she was just off with 
some guy—no one could hear her getting torn apart over the sound of pulsing music. And by 
the time they get back to the party, everyone is gone. 
Quick Picks for Reluctant Readers 2016 
 

 
 
 
 

Nonfiction 

 
 
Dear Bully by Carrie Jones and others 
Authors for teens and young people come together to share their stories about bullying—as 
bystanders, as victims, and as the bullies themselves—in this moving and deeply personal 
collection. 
Popular Paperbacks 2012 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Realistic Fiction 

 

American Panda by Gloria Chao 
At seventeen, Mei should be in high school, but skipping fourth grade was part of her par-
ents’ master plan. Now a freshman at MIT, she is on track to fulfill the rest of this predeter-
mined future: become a doctor, marry a preapproved Taiwanese Ivy Leaguer, and pro-
duce a litter of babies. With everything her parents have sacrificed to make her cushy life 
a reality, Mei can’t bring herself to tell them the truth—that she (1) hates germs, (2) falls 
asleep in biology lectures, and (3) has a crush on her classmate Darren Takahashi, who is 
decidedly not Taiwanese. 
Amelia Bloomer List 2019 



TEEN PRIZE BOOKS  

 
Realistic Fiction 

 
 
 
Tight by Torrey Maldonado 
Bryan's new friend Mike is challenging him to have fun in ways that are crazy risky. At first, it's a 
rush following Mike, hopping turnstiles, subway surfing, and getting into all kinds of trouble. But 
Bryan never feels right acting wrong. So which way will he go when he understands that drama is 
so not his style? Fortunately his favorite comic heroes shed light on his dilemma, reminding him 
that he has power--the power to choose his friends and to stand up for what he believes is right.  
Quick Picks for Reluctant Readers 2019 
 

 
 
 

Science Fiction 

 
 
 
A Conspiracy of Stars by Olivia Cole 
Octavia has always dreamed of becoming a whitecoat, one of the prestigious N’Terra scientists 
who study the natural wonders of Faloiv. So when the once-secretive labs are suddenly opened to 
students, she leaps at the chance to see what happens behind their closed doors. However, she 
quickly discovers that all is not what it seems on Faloiv, and the experiments the whitecoats have 
been doing run the risk of upsetting the humans’ fragile peace with the Faloii, Faloiv’s indigenous 
people. 
Best Fiction for Young Adults 2019 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Satellite by Nick Lake 
Moon 2 is a space station that orbits approximately 250 miles above Earth. Born and raised on 
Moon 2, Leo and the twins, Orion and Libra, are finally old enough and strong enough to endure 
the dangerous trip to Earth. But has anything really prepared them for life on terra firma? Because 
while the planet may be home to billions of people, living there is more treacherous than Leo and 
his friends could ever have imagined, and their very survival will mean defying impossible odds. 
 


